AP® ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND COMPOSITION
2006 SCORING GUIDELINES
Question 1
The score should reflect a judgment of the quality of the essay as a whole. Students had only 40 minutes to
read and write; the essay, therefore, is not a finished product and should not be judged by standards
appropriate for an out-of-class assignment. Evaluate the essay as a draft, making certain to reward
students for what they do well.
All essays, even those scored 8 or 9, may contain occasional flaws in analysis, prose style, or mechanics.
Such features should enter into the holistic evaluation of an essay’s overall quality. In no case may an
essay with many distracting errors in grammar and mechanics be scored higher than a 2.

9

8

Essays earning a score of 9 meet the criteria for 8 essays and, in addition, are especially full or
apt in their analysis or demonstrate particularly impressive control of language.

Effective

Essays earning a score of 8 respond to the prompt effectively. They effectively analyze how Price crafts
the text to reveal her view of United States culture. These essays may refer to the passage explicitly or
implicitly. The prose demonstrates an ability to control a wide range of the elements of effective writing
but is not necessarily flawless.
7

6

Essays earning a score of 7 fit the description of 6 essays but provide a more complete analysis
or demonstrate a more mature prose style.

Adequate

Essays earning a score of 6 respond to the prompt adequately. They adequately analyze how Price crafts
the text to reveal her view of United States culture. These essays may refer to the passage explicitly or
implicitly. The writing may contain lapses in diction or syntax, but generally the prose is clear.
5

Essays earning a score of 5 analyze how Price crafts the text to reveal her view of United States culture
but do so unevenly, inconsistently, or insufficiently. The writing may contain lapses in diction or
syntax, but it usually conveys the student’s ideas.

4

Inadequate

Essays earning a score of 4 respond to the prompt inadequately. They may offer little discussion of how
Price crafts the text to reveal her view of United States culture, misrepresent her view, or analyze the
passage incorrectly. The prose generally conveys the student’s ideas but may suggest immature control of
writing.
3

Essays earning a score of 3 meet the criteria for a score of 4 but are less perceptive about
how Price crafts the text to reveal her view of United States culture and/or less
consistent in controlling the elements of writing.
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AP® ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND COMPOSITION
2006 SCORING GUIDELINES
Question 1 (continued)
2

Little Success

Essays earning a score of 2 demonstrate little success in analyzing how Price crafts the text to reveal her
view of United States culture. These essays may misunderstand the prompt, offer vague generalizations,
substitute simpler tasks such as summarizing the passage, or simply list strategies. The prose often
demonstrates consistent weaknesses in writing.
1

0

Essays earning a score of 1 meet the criteria for a score of 2 but are undeveloped, especially
simplistic in their analysis, or weak in their control of language.

Indicates an on-topic response that receives no credit, such as one that merely repeats the prompt.

— Indicates a blank response or one that is completely off topic.
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AP® ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND COMPOSITION
2006 SCORING COMMENTARY
Question 1
Overview
This question called for interpretation and analysis of contemporary prose. Students read an excerpt from
“The Plastic Pink Flamingo: A Natural History,” an article originally published in the American Scholar. In
this piece, the author, Jennifer Price, examines the emergence of the plastic pink flamingo as a cultural
icon in the United States during the 1950s. Students were asked to analyze how Price crafts the text to
reveal her view of United States culture.
Sample: 1A
Score: 8
Here is an essay that writes itself into meaning. The introductory paragraph identifies three elements of
craft but not Price’s view about United States culture. As the essay evolves, the student shifts the order in
which the three elements are discussed; in analyzing the craft, the student discovers Price’s views.
Throughout, the student weds craft and cultural perspective and blends explicit and implicit evidence.
The student skillfully integrates quotations and paraphrases to show Price’s emphasis on Americans’
superficiality, desire to show off wealth (“reveal prosperity”), and occasional moral shadiness (“Bugsy”
Siegel as cultural icon, too). The essay moves smoothly, with clear transitions and an increasingly refined
understanding of tone. Although the conclusion essentially summarizes, and although some missteps in
diction and syntax occur, the essay overall is full, gaining momentum as it goes. It earned a score of 8.
Sample: 1B
Score: 6
That this essay begins by stepping back from the passage itself suggests that the student has a
perspective on the passage and a plan for the development of the essay. The thesis identifies both Price’s
strategies—how Price crafts the text—and Price’s view of United States culture. The body paragraphs
offer implicit evidence of Price’s strategies and views, with a good summary sentence at the end of
paragraph two and a simple transition into paragraph three. The fourth paragraph highlights the
connection between Elvis and the flamingo as cultural icons and mentions a logos appeal. Although
perhaps promising more than it delivers, this 6 essay adequately discusses Price’s craft and views.
Sample: 1C
Score: 3
This essay attempts, unsuccessfully, to use a formulaic organization built around facts, diction, and syntax.
For “facts,” the student cites “case study” without apparently understanding the term. In paragraph two,
the essay offers a nod to irony, noting the italicized “pink” and “flamingo,” but the student
decontextualizes these words and then misreads by stating that Price regards United States culture as
being ironic. The third paragraph begins with a quotation (no context), then goes on to discuss the
propaganda device of “bandwagon” unsuccessfully. The quotation in this paragraph does not support the
announced propaganda device. The fourth paragraph, devoted to syntax, offers a misreading in suggesting
that the United States’s view of the flamingo has influenced the view of other cultures. Although the essay
attempts analysis of craft and view, the analysis is not perceptive. The score for this essay is 3.
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